
PLANNING AND ZONING MINUTES 

MINUTES OF THE BENSON PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION 

SPECIAL MEETING 

August 10, 2021 

 

Call to Order: 

Chair Andrew Abernathy opened the meeting at 6:30pm with the Pledge of Alliance. 

 

Roll Call: 

Nancy Fuller, Andrew Abernathy, G. Tinnie Graves, and Dennis Bringham were present.  Mark 

Romero was absent. A quorum was present.  

 

Minutes: 

Commissioner Dennis Bringham motioned to approve the minutes of June 15, 2021.  

Commissioner Tinnie Graves seconded.  Motion passed 4-0. 

 

Old Business: 

None 

 

New Business: 

None 

 

Work Session:  

Planner Michelle Johnson opened the work session, explaining that she redlined chapters that had 

already been discussed to more clearly distinguish what text remains from the current code, what 

has been struck and what is proposed for addition and where the verbiage comes from.  

 

Planner Michelle Johnson suggested combining the zoning districts into fewer chapters, rather than 

retaining a separate chapter for each district. She stated that combining the individual districts 

would reserve multiple chapter numbers for future topics, noting that several of these reserved 

chapter numbers can already be spoken for with newly proposed chapters that are referenced within 

the zoning district text.  Planner Michelle Johnson specifically mentioned a proposed Water 

Conservation chapter which is referenced in every zoning district but doesn’t yet have an assigned 

chapter within the zoning regulations document.  

 

Chair Andrew Abernathy supported the idea of combining the zoning districts, commenting that 

as a professional it is easier for him to look in one location rather than flip between chapters.  

Planner Michelle Johnson state she would like to revise the various values, like setback and height 

limitations, into table format rather than text for ease of use.  

 

Chair Andrew Abernathy questioned if it would be feasible to allow height bonuses if fire 

sprinklers are installed; he commented that using an incentive, such as additional height, may 

encourage fire sprinkler installation, particularly in single family residential structures where the 

state prohibits jurisdictions from enforcing fire sprinkler installation requirements. He also 

wondered if reducing fees would be an incentive to removing pools under the proposed water 

conservation regulations.  



 

Planner Michelle Johnson noted that several chapters, particularly signage, contained subsections 

with a mix of clauses/regulations that must be followed by the user and clauses/regulations that 

prohibit action. She suggested that the positive, must-do clauses be placed in one section and the 

negative, shall-not clauses be placed in their own section.  Commissioners agreed with this 

organization and suggested that the negative, shall not prohibition subsection be placed 

immediately after the subsection containing the shall clauses.  Shall not statements will read “Noun 

shall not…” and Commissioners will assist in finding instances of negative shall not statements 

within the zoning regulations so text can be update to identical verbiage. 

 

Regarding non-single family residential parcels containing more than one structure, Planner 

Michelle Johnson suggested allowing some number of directional signage that does not count 

against the total allowable signage.  Using the hospital as an example, she noted that multiple 

directional signs are necessary to navigate from the street entrance to the structures at the back of 

the property.  Commissioners initially discussed allowing one directional sign per building.  

However, Commissioners was felt that was too limiting in the total number of signage for a large 

campus type setting.  Chair Andrew Abernathy suggested allowing X square feet of directional 

signage per building, which could be divided into as many individual signs as the layout of the 

property requires for navigation.  With the example of 5 buildings and 6 square feet of signage per 

building, resulting in 30 square feet of directional signage for the parcels, Commissioners 

understood and agreed that the property owner or tenant should have the responsibility to split that 

square footage into an adequate number of directional signs to navigate their property.  Directional 

signage above the 6 square feet per building threshold would count toward the total allowable 

signage. 

 

The conversation about signage moved into whether signage caps should be enforced.  Planner 

Michelle Johnson provided the current signage caps of 75 square feet for the B-1 district, 200 for 

the B-2 district and 300 for industrial districts.   She noted that the current caps, particularly in the 

B-2 district may be too small for larger building, noting Walmart.  Chair Andrew Abernathy 

commented that industrial uses often have far less signage than commercial uses, even if their 

buildings are physically larger and suggested that the existing cap for B-2 and the industrial be 

swapped.  He also suggested leaving the B-1 cap in place since the parcels and the structures are 

generally smaller than other districts.  

 

Chair Andrew Abernathy asked if there were regulations about signs on vehicles.  Planner Michelle 

Johnson responded that there is a proposed regulation that inoperable or unregistered vehicles 

cannot bear signs or other advertising devices.  She noted that operative and registered vehicles 

cannot be regulated because it would be regulating someone’s private paint or wrap.  
 

Chair Andrew Abernathy suggested reorganizing the chapter to move the non-conforming and 

abandoned sign subsections immediately after prohibited signage to keep administrative 

subsections together.  
 

Planner Michelle Johnson noted that the clause in the lighting chapter regarding change of use or 

resumption of use after discontinuance had been rejected by the city attorney for requiring all 

outdoor lighting to be reviewed and brought into compliance even if no permit-able work is being 

performed. Chair Andrew Abernathy commented that outdoor lighting is part of the electrical 



system and wondered if any type of permit-able work on the electrical system could extend into 

lighting via a life safety review/upgrade since the lighting fixtures are directly connected to the 

entirety of the electrical system. 

Continuing to review the lighting chapter, Chair Andrew Abernathy was surprised that Cochise 

County only permits 3,000 color correlated temperature fixtures outdoors.  He stated that he prefers 

to keep a higher value, in the 4,000 range, as Sierra Vista does.  

 

Chair Andrew Abernathy updated the group into his research on accessory dwelling units, noting 

that he particularly likes San Diego’s ordinance because they are detailed and descriptive but 

permit flexibility based on the existing use of the parcel and its physical size and shape.  He noted 

that San Diego allows attached accessory dwelling units, a floorplan he would like to see allowed 

in Benson. 

 

Commissioner Nancy Fuller motioned to adjourn, and Commissioner Tinnie Graves seconded.  

Meeting adjourned at 8:00pm.  

 

 

 

 

 


